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A third post-Newtonian~3PN! equation of motion for an inspiraling binary consisting of two spherical
compact stars with strong internal gravity is derived under the harmonic coordinate condition using the strong
field point particle limit. The equation of motion is complete in the sense that it is Lorentz invariant in the
post-Newtonian perturbative sense, admits the conserved energy of the orbital motion, and is unambiguous,
that is, with no undetermined coefficient. In this paper, we show explicit expressions of the 3PN equation of
motion and an energy of the binary orbital motion in the case of a circular orbit~neglecting the 2.5PN radiation
reaction effect! and in the center of mass frame. It is argued that the 3PN equation of motion we obtained is
physically unambiguous. Full details will be reported elsewhere.
















































, isRenewed attention has been paid to a high order p
Newtonian equation of motion governing inspiraling com
pact binaries in the context of the efforts for direct detect
of gravitational waves@1,2#. It is well known that the detect
ability of the gravitational waves emitted by the binaries a
the quality of the measurements of astrophysical informa
~e.g., masses! depend on the accuracy of the theoretic
knowledge of the waveforms@1#, and hence partly of the
dynamics of the binaries.
The third post-Newtonian~3PN! approximation has bee
a subject of much discussion because of its ambiguity
ported originally by Jaranowski and Scha¨fer @3#. In fact, the
3PN Arnowitt-Deser-Misner~ADM ! Hamiltonian in the
ADM-type gauge obtained in@3# has two undetermined co
efficients (vkinetic and vstatic) and the 3PN equation of mo
tion in the harmonic gauge derived by Blanchet and Faye@4#
has one coefficientl undetermined within their framework
Both groups have used Dirac delta distributions, which ca
divergences in general relativity, to express the point p
ticles and inevitably they have resorted to mathemat
regularizations. Damouret al. @5# pointed out that the unde
termined coefficients may arise due to the unsatisfactory
tures of the regularizations they have used in@3,4#. Indeed,
using dimensional regularization, Ref.@5# has succeeded in
determining both of the coefficients, namely,vstatic50,
which meansl521987/3080 via a relationship establish
in @6#. (vkinetic is related to the Lorentz invariance and w
fixed in @5,7#. Blanchet and Faye have developed a Lore
invariant Hadamard patie finie regularization@8,9# and do
not have any ambiguities other thanl.!
In gravitational wave data analysis, the reduction of p
dictability of the equation of motion due to the undetermin
coefficient can become a problem. In fact, the 3.5PN ph
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evolution equation and luminosity@10# unfortunately have
four undetermined coefficients, one of which isl.
Theoretically, the use of Dirac delta distributions and
evitable regularization should be verified in some mann
The perfect~physical! agreements among the results o
tained by various authors with various methods@11–13# give
a direct theoretical confirmation of the 2.5PN result first d
rived by Damour and Deruelle@14#. It is important to
achieve 3PN iteration without introducing singular sources
derive an unambiguous result and support the previous 3
works which have used Dirac delta distributions.
Based on our previous papers@12,15#, we derive a 3PN
equation of motion for two spherical compact stars in t
harmonic gauge without introducing singular sources.
stead, we apply the strong field point particle limit@16# to
deal with strong internal gravity of the stars. Our derivati
is satisfactory in a sense that the equation admits conse
energy, is Lorentz invariant, and is unambiguous. In this
per we shall show both the 3PN equation of motion and
associated 3PN energy of the orbital motion in the cente
the mass frame and in the case of a circular orbit.
Below, we shall explain briefly yet another derivation of
3PN equation of motion. Since this method is different fro
others, we mention some details specific to our method at
3PN order. After deriving an invariant energy of the bina
orbital motion, we shall compare it with that derived b
Blanchet and Faye and fix thel parameter. A full explana-
tion of our method, including computational details, will b
reported in@17#. See also@12,15#.
We write explicitly the post-Newtonian expansion para
eter,e, which represents the smallness of the orbital velo
ties of the stars. The mass scales ase2 from the post-
Newtonian scaling. Then thestrong field point particle limit
@16# is achieved by setting the radius of the star to scale
the same rate as its mass,e2. The scalings of the mass an
the radius enable us to incorporate in the post-Newton
limit ( e→0) the limit of a regular point particle whose in
ternal gravity, approximately the mass over the radius




















































Y. ITOH AND T. FUTAMASE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 121501~R! ~2003!We derive an equation of motion via surface integrals
the gravitational energy momentum flux going through
sphere surrounding the star. For this method, we prepare
spheresBA(t)[$x
kuux̂2zWA(t)u<eRA% (A labels the two
stars! on thet5const surface, wheret is the time coordinate
in the near zone.BA , called the body zone, is centered at t
star A’s representative pointzA
i (t) and has a radiuseRA ,
where RA is an arbitrary constant and is smaller than t
orbital separation but larger than the radii of the stars.
make the body zone radius shrink proportionally toe in the
near zone coordinate (t,xi) to ensure that the field on th
body zone boundary due to the star is obtained by multip
expansion when the zero limit is taken.
The l th multipole moments of the starA denoted by
I A






mn are the determinants of the metricgmn , the matter stress
energy tensor and the Landau-Lifshitz pseudo ten
xmnab,ab arises since we use the wave operator of the
spacetime instead of that of the curved spacetime when







where we introduced the body zone coordinateA
i 5e22@xi
2zA









0 so defined would be the ADM mass if the compani
star were absent and the body zone radius is taken to
infinite in the body zone coordinate.
In deriving a 3PN equation of motion, it is important
our formalism to notice that the body zoneBA is a sphere in
the frame where the starA orbits, butBA is not a sphere in
the generalized Fermi frame@20# where the starA is at rest
and the effect of the gravitational field due to the compan
star is removed~as much as possible! xcept for, namely, the
tidal effect. We define stars to be spherical in the generali
Fermi frame. Now, we define the ‘‘intrinsic’’ multipole mo
mentsÎ A
L( t̂) on thet̂5const surface in the generalized Fer
coordinate (t̂,x̂i) as a volume integral over a sphe
B̂A( t̂) centered at the same world event and with
same radiuseRA as BA(t). For example, the differenc
between the symmetric tracefree quadrupole moment
defined as e8dI A
^ i j &[e8I A
^ i j &2e8Î A
^ i j &5*BA(t)d
3yAL
ttyA





j & where ^•••& denotes a symmetric
tracefree operation on the indices between the brackets.
‘‘spherically symmetric’’ compact stars, the ‘‘intrinsic’’ trace
free quadrupole momentÎ A
^ i j & vanishes. Up to the 3PN itera
tion of the gravitational field,dI A
^ i j & arise mainly due to the




































In our formalism, it is possible to derive the 3PN field for a
isolated star~by taking a limit where the mass of the com
panion star is zero!. dI A
^ i j & is a necessary term to obtain th
correct expression of the 3PN field for such a system.
though other multipole moments defined overBA possibly
hide purely monopole terms, only the quadrupole momen
found to be relevant up to the 3PN order. Clean extraction
monopole terms from the multipole moments defined in o
previous works is a problem at the 3PN order specific to
formalism. Blanchet and Faye, on the other hand, elabo
their generalized Hadamard partie finie regularization@8# in a
Lorentz invariant manner@9#, and have properly taken into
account special relativistic kinematic effects, including t
Lorentz contraction.
Now, let us briefly explain our derivation of the equatio
of motion. The local conservation law of the total ener
gives an evolution equation for four-momentum of the s
and relationships among the multipole moments, nam
















i arises since the~pseudo-!
stress energy momentum of the field extends outside of
star@12#. QA
i can be evaluated explicitly and do contribute
the 3PN velocity momentum relation. We can define the r
resentative pointzA
i (t) of the starA by specifying the dipole
moment of the star,DA
i [I A
i @e.g.,zA
i (t) corresponding to a
conditionDA
i 50 may be called the center of mass of the s
A from an analogy of the Newtonian dynamics#. The rela-
tionship between the energyPA
t and the massmA can be
obtained by integrating functionally the evolution equati
of PA
t , which is expressed as surface integrals and can




Combining the mass energy relation, the momentum
locity relation, and the evolution equation for the fou






































mn1xmnab,ab on ]BA , since]BA is
well outside the star by construction of the body zone. T















































NEW DERIVATION OF A THIRD POST-NEWTONIAN ... PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 121501~R! ~2003!derstood to be lower order acceleration than in the left h
side. The terms in the right hand side of Eq.~3! are com-
pletely expressed as surface integrals over the body z
boundary except forDA
i to be specified. The surface integr
approach enables us to derive an equation of motion ir
evant to the internal structure of the star.~Effects of the star’s
internal structure on the orbital motion such as tidally
duced multipole moments appear through the field and he
the integrandLmn.! The scaling of the body zone radiuseRA
ensures that we have an equation of motion for comp
stars.
The field equation coupled to the matter equations m
tioned above is the integrated relaxed Einstein equation
der harmonic gauge@hmn[hmn2A2ggmn where hmn








We split the flat light coneC(t,xi) into four parts: two body
zonesBA , a near zone outside the body zonesN/B surround-
ing the binary and the far zone outside the near zone. FoBA
andN/B contributions to the fieldhmn(t,xi), we expand the
retarded field about the near zone timet. Then multipole
expansion of the star is used to evaluate the two body z
contributions. TheN/B contribution is basically evaluate
with the help of superpotentials~a superpotential here mean
a particular solution valid inN/B of a Poisson equation with
a noncompact support source inN/B). Unfortunately, it was
not possible to find all the necessary superpotentials exp
itly at the 3PN order. For integrands in Eq.~4! such that we
could not find superpotentials in closed forms, after mak
the retarded expansion we leave the Poisson integrals
evaluated and substitute the~not-integrated! field into Lmn in
Eq. ~3!. Then we perform the surface integrals in Eq.~3!
@with respect to the spatial variablexi in Eq. ~4!# first and
next perform the remaining volume integrals@with respect to
the spatial variableyi in Eq. ~4!#. In other words, we extrac
the parts of the field necessary to derive the equation
motion by interchanging the order of the integrations in E
~3! and Eq.~4!. As a check, we applied this method on t
integrands for which the necessary superpotentials can
derived in closed forms, and found that both methods g
the same result. Finally, we have dealt with the integrat
over the far zone using the direct integration of the relax
Einstein equations method@13,18# and found that it does no
contribute to the 3PN equation of motion@13,19#.
Using the method mentioned above, we obtain a 3
equation of motion for a two-spherical compact stars bina
We here present the 3PN relative acceleration in the cas
the circular orbit and in the center of mass frame, which is






























i is the relative velocity and2.5 PNA
i is the
relative acceleration at the 2.5PN order~the radiation reac-
tion term!. The 3PN orbital angular frequencyV ln is ~for
comparison, we adopt similar notations as in@4#!
m2V ln
2 5g3F11e2g~231n!1e4g2S 61 414 n1n2D





where m5m11m2 , n5m1m2 /m
2, g5m/r 12, and lnR0
5@m1 ln(eR1)1m2 ln(eR2)#/m. In Eq. ~5! with ~6!, the repre-
sentative point of the starA, zA







i is the Newtonian
acceleration. This choice makes the three-momentumPA
i
parallel to the velocityvA
i . We note that there is no arbitrar
parameter other than the body zone radiieRA in the 3PN
relative acceleration. We here note that it is not allowed to
the l parameter by comparing Eq.~6! with the correspond-
ing result of Blanchet and Faye@4#, since the harmonic con
dition both groups have used does not fix the gauge c
pletely @17# and the expression of the 3PN orbital angu
frequency in terms of the coordinate distancem/r 12, Eq. ~6!,
is gauge dependent.@For the same reason, we cannot fixl
using Eq.~13!.#
We can remove awayeRA dependence from the 3PN rela
tive acceleration, Eq.~5!, physically by a suitable redefini










i lnS r 12eRAD ~7!








2 222e6g6n ln(r12/R0). This observation,
in fact, is the case in general cases~i.e., in general orbitsnot
in the center of mass frame!; the 3PN equation of motion in
general cases we have derived is physically free from
ambiguity.
A reason why we are concerned with lneRA dependence is
the following. Blanchet and Faye have introduced four ar
trary parameters in their regularization procedure, two
which appear in the regularization of the field having tw
singular points, and the others appear in the regularizatio
equations of motion for those two points. They showed t
the two of those parameters can be gauged away, while
other two were consumed to make their equations of mo
conservative~modulo the radiation reaction effect!, and they
found there remained one and only one parameterl, al-







































Y. ITOH AND T. FUTAMASE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 68, 121501~R! ~2003!regularization parameters associated with a point particle
scription is not clear. Our redefinition of the representat
points ~7! corresponds to their gauge transformation. Th
their observation makes us check if it is physically allow
to remove the lneRA dependence in our 3PN equation
motion, since we introduced only two arbitrary paramet
eRA and we have no freedom to make our equation mot
conservative by adjusting these two parameters if we rem
them away. Thus, we have two problems to be solved in
method: removal of lneRA and an energy conservation. F
lack of space, here we show some facts which support n
rality of Eq. ~7!. The energy conservation problem will b
addressed in@17#; there we shall show our equation of m
tion and an associated conserved energy of the binary or
motion in general cases.






























3~L i j 2vA
j Lt i !1•••G , ~10!
where ‘‘••• ’’ are irrelevant terms. These equations are
manifestation of the fact that the harmonic condition is co
sistent with the evolution equation ofPA
t , the momentum-
velocity relation, and the equation of motion~and relations
among higher multipole moments, hidden in ‘‘••• ’’ !. Thus,
if logarithmic dependence ofeRA arises from the equation o
motion @essentially the second term of Eq.~10!#, PA
i must
have the same logarithmic dependence~times minus sign! to
ensure harmonicity. This and the momentum velocity re
tion in turn meanPA
t , vA
i 5dzA
i /dt or DA
i have correspond
ing logarithmic dependence. We found@17# that PA
t have no
logarithm up to the 3PN order. ThereforezA
i or DA
i should




i depends on logarithms if the ol
choice is taken, while it does not if our new choice is tak
The second fact that supports our interpretation is as
lows. We find that the near zone dipole momentDN
i defined














d3y Lttyi . ~11!
Then if we take the old choice ofDA






















i lnS r 12eRAD1•••,
~12!
where terms denoted by ‘‘••• ’’ are independent ofRA . No-
tice that the near zone dipole moment can be freely de
mined, say,DN
i 50, since we can define the origin of th
near zone freely in general@21#. By taking temporal deriva-
tives of DN
i twice, we see thatDANew
i gives the definition of
zA
i (t) in terms of which the 3PN equation of motion is in
dependent ofeRA .
Finally, we show the 3PN conserved energy~neglecting
the 2.5PN radiation reaction force! of the circular orbital
motion in the center of mass frame. Using Eq.~5!, we have
Eln~g!52
mng
2 S 11e2gS 2 74 1 n4D
1e4g2S 2 78 1 498 n1 18 n2D
1e6g3F2 23564 1 2732n21 564n3
1nH 10141576 2 123p264 1 223 lnS r 12R0D J G D1O~e7!.
~13!
In terms of x5(mV ln)




2 F11e2S 2 34 2 112n D x
1e4S 2 278 1 198 n2 124n2D x2








Similarly, using Eq. ~8!, we have E(g)5Eln(g)
1(11/3)e6mn2g4 ln(r12/R0). Here we note that the differ
ence betweenE(g) andEln(g) is merely due to the redefini
tion of the dipole moments~or equivalently, a coordinate
transformation under the harmonic coordinate conditio!.
The invariant energyE(x) is the same asEln(x) but with x
5(mV ln)
2/3 replaced withx5(mV)2/3. This third fact, that
the energy has the same form for both definitions of
representative points of the stars when we write the energ
terms of the orbital angular frequency, which is an obse
able, supports that the apparent body zone radii depend
of the 3PN relative acceleration has no physical effect on
orbital motion.
We have thus derived a 3PN equation of motion wh











NEW DERIVATION OF A THIRD POST-NEWTONIAN ... PHYSICAL REVIEW D68, 121501~R! ~2003!avoids any ambiguity. Comparing our result, Eq.~14!, with
the corresponding result in@4#, we determine the coefficien
undetermined in the Blanchet and Faye 3PN equation
motion asl521987/3080. This value ofl is consistent
with the result of Damour, Jaranowski, and Scha¨fer @5#.
Thus, our result~indirectly! validates their use of the dimen
sional regularization in the ADM Hamiltonian approach





Blanchetet al. @22# have recently obtained the same value
l, and computed a 3PN equation of motion in the harmo
gauge using dimensional regularization.
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